Additional components required

- Prox Reader (Solo or Lattice)
- Anti-knock shield (SOLOAKS0V1)
- Gooseneck (XGSN-60000/6GLVD)

Tools required

- 2 off 8mm spanners.
- #1 Posi-drive screwdriver.

Note: No drilling required.

MOUNTING OF ANTI-KNOCK SHIELD TO GOOSENECK
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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
Mounting Instructions

Feed wires through gooseneck adaptor plate. Ensure wire exits are aligned and fasten the adaptor plate to the gooseneck with Hex Screws and Nuts provided.

Feed the wiring through the antiknock shield and fasten it to the gooseneck adaptor plate assembly with the screws and nuts provided.

Attach the mounting plate to the antiknock shield with the 8 x 25 Pozi-drive screws supplied in the antiknock shield kit SOLOAKS0V1.

Refer to the installation manual supplied with the prox reader to complete the installation.